
HAVE GERMAN WILL TRAVEL w t d w h or er oc e 

WORT DER WOCHE 
Word of the Week: Glucksbringer 

Every Friday, Germany.info and The Week in Germany highlight a different "Word of the Week" in the 

German language that may have serve to surprise, delight or just plain perplex native English speakers. 

Marzipan pigs, hor~eshoes 

and clovers as festive 

"Glucksbringer" (bringers of luck) 

GLOCKSBRINGER: GALLERY 

"GIOcksschwein" (lucky pig) 

made of marzipan 

GIOcksbringer 

Flower pots decorated with 

"GIOcksbringer" (bringers of 

luck) for the New Year 

Germans traditionally give each other a "GIOcksbringer" (a bringer of luck) on New Year's Eve 
(Silvester) or New Year's Day (Neujahrstag). Among the most popular of all "GIOcksbringer'' is a 

"Glucksschwein" (lucky pig). 

According to German tradition, the "Schwein" (pig) brings good luck over the coming 12 months. 

Similarly, the German phrase "Schwein haben" - which literally means "to have pig" - actually implies "to 
be lucky." 

But just how did the pig become a lucky charm in Germany in the first place? Its special status in this 

regard purportedly dates back to old decks of playing cards, in which the ace was known as "die Sau" (a 
sow, or female pig). The upshot: the expression "Schwein haben" became a synonym for being lucky. 

Yet the pig as a positive symbol also dates back to ancient times, when the wild boar was revered as a 
holy animal by the Germanic tribes of central Europe and southern Scandinavia. The domestic pig 

eventually became a symbol of wealth and good standing in society, because it was regarded as a 

symbol of strength and fertility. 

Today, however, real pigs are not exchanged as gifts among Germans at the dawn of the New Year, 
although they are considered to be lucky charms. Instead, cute little piglets made of pink marzipan are a 
favorite gift and sweet little treat around New Year's Day in Germany. - ---

"Glucksschweine" (lucky "Glucksschweine" (lucky 

pigs) made of marzipan · pigs) - Niederegger (Lubeck) 

A "Glucksschwein" (lucky pig) made of marzie§ln is a 
traditional New Year's Eve "Glucksbringer" (bringer of luck) 


